Abstract. By colliding bunches of greater length under a larger angle, the tune spread caused by the beam-beam interaction can be reduced. Assuming a constant limit for the beam-beam tune shift, the bunch intensity can then be raised. In this way, a luminosity increase is possible. We review this strategy for proton beams in RHIC, with two collisions and consider six long bunches. Barrier cavities are used to fill every accelerating bucket of the machine, except for an abort gap, and to create the superbunches bunches at store. Resonances driven by the beam-beam interaction and coherent effects are neglected in this article.
INTRODUCTION
Luminosity limits set by the incoherent beam-beam tune shift were discussed for unbunched beams by Keil [l] . He showed that an increase in the crossing angle reduces the beam-beam tune shift and allows a higher line density, which in turn leads to an increased luminosity. Recently, Ruggiero and Zimmermann extended this analysis to bunched beams [2] . With one horizontal and one vertical collision under the same angle, the beam-beam tune spread in both planes is the same for round beams.
Extremely long bunches, called superbunches, are the basis of a recently proposed hadron collider concept [3] . In this proposal, beam is stacked in very long bunches using barrier cavities, and accelerated with an induction device [4] .
In this article we estimate the luminosity for six very long bunches in RHIC given a certain limit for the incoherent beam-beam tune spread. With six symmetrically distributed superbunches any two of the RHIC experiments can be served with luminosity. For the scheme under investigation here, barrier cavities are needed for injection and for the gap maintenance at store. Acceleration is done with the existing 28 MHz system with harmonic number h = 360 [5] . In an earlier article [6] we considered bunches in the RHIC accelerating and storage buckets, as well a superbunches that fill the whole circumference except for an abort gap.
Basic parameters are summarized in Tab. 1. We assume that a total tune spread of AQnlex = -0.03 can be accomodated, caused by one horizontal and one vertical crossing. This is consistent with the maximum values ' Work supported by US DOE, contract No DE-AC02-98CH10886. achieved in the SPS and Tevatron, but challenging for routine operation.
The crossing angle 8 is measured as the full angle from one beam to the other. With the current vertical corrector strength, a crossing angle of 0.84 mrad can be implemented at store [7] . However, some of this strength may be needed to correct for unwanted orbit effects. We therefore assume that vertical crossing angles of 0.5 mrad can be implemented with the existing hardware. Larger horizontal crossing angles were used in the past.
We take for the length, in which the beam-beam force is active, the distance between the DX beam splitting magnets. Once the beams reach these magnets they are quickly separated. The effective detector length, the region in which collisions are recorded, is the largest length currently used by any one of the RHIC detectors [ 81.
We neglect here resonances driven by the beam-beam interaction, coherent effects and end effects of the superbunches. However, we note that large crossing angles can be beneficial in damping coherent beam-beam modes [9] . Furthermore, it is assumed that the long-range beam-beam interactions during the energy ramp do not lead to significant emittance increases or beam losses.
BEAM PREPARATION
At injection a long bunch that almost fills the circumference, except for an abort gap, is maintained by a barrier cavity. New bunches are injected into buckets that are then merged with the existing single superbunch. In this way, an amount of beam can be injected much larger than currently possible.
When the injection is finished the accelerating system is turned on, and the beam is captured in all the 28 MHz buckets, except for the abort gap. We assume that 4.10" Compared to current running conditions, the beam-beam effect may be mitigated by a larger transverse separation and better tune control along the ramp. We assume here that the beam can be accelerated without significant emittance growth or beam loss. At store the beam is then transferred into six long bunches that are maintained by barrier cavities. The length of the superbunches is determined by the maximum line density that can be sustained at the beam-beam limit given a certain crossing angle.
SUPERBUNCHGAPMAINTENANCE
In this section the maintenance of the six superbunches with barrier cavities is discussed. Experience with and plans for barrier cavities are reported in Refs. [4, 12, 13, 141 .
Let E = E -E , denote the energy deviation for a given particle and let z denote its arrival time with respect to the synchronous particle. Using turn number n as the time-like variable the equations for z and E are where q is the particle charge, V the rf voltage, T,, the revolution time, q the slip factor and P the relativistic beam parameter. The subscripts denotes the synchronous particle. Eqs. (1) and (2) correspond to the Hamiltonian For adiabatic processes the phase space density is constant on curves of constant H(E,z). For these a dimensionless potential energy U ( z ) can be defined by with which the maximum energy deviation on a given contour 2 = ( Ecan be written as (5) We choose Vrf so that U ( z ) 2 0. With Eqs. (4) and (5) the potential and rf voltage for a given energy deviation 2 can be determined for a given waveform of the barrier cavity voltage. Previous barrier cavity work has created 10 kV single period sine waves using a single cavity [13] . Thus gap maintenance appears possible.
LUMINOSITY
In Ref. [2] formulas are given for the incoherent tune shift due to the beam-beam interaction for particles in the beam center, and for the luminosity. For the conditions given in Tab. 1 the luminosity per interaction point is L = 2.3. 1033~m-2s-1 with six superbunches. This about two orders of magnitude larger than the luminostiy under current running conditions L = 2.7. 1031cm-2s-1 (Nb = 10l1 iz -55). In Tab. 1 also given is the luminosity for colliding the 320 acceleration bunches, L = 1.5 .
1031cm-2s-'. In this case the large number of parasitic collisions needs to be analyzed. With six superbunches the luminosity is about 50% higher than with the bunched beam.
We now show the change of the superbunch length and luminosity per interaction point under variation of the crossing angle 8, intensity of the acceleration buckets Nb, and the sustainable total beam-beam tune spread AQmbz.
In Fig. 2 the variation is shown for the crossing angle 8. With small crossing angles the superbunches become very long. With crossing angles below 0.2 mrad the whole ring would be filled. With crossing angles larger than 0.5 mrad the luminosity increase slowes down.
At the beam-beam limit the achievable luminosity is proportional to the bunch intensity and the beam-beam tune shift AQmm. It is not dependent on the emittance since both the beam-beam tune shift and the luminosity are inversely proportional to the emittance. where the form factor F (e,,!, kdet) is fixed for a certain configuration of (8, I, Zder) . The linear dependence of the luminosity on the bunch intensity Nb can be seen in 
SUMMARY
We estimated the achievable luminosity with six superbunches in RHIC for the incoherent beam-beam spread of AQmau = -0.03. The estimated luminosity of L = 2.3. 1033~m-2s-1 is about two orders of magnitude larger than the luminosity under current running conditions, and about 50% higher than for bunches with the same total intensity. For the preparation of six superbunches at store, barrier cavities are needed with parameters close to those that were demonstrated in the past. A number of effects were neglected in this study. Among those are resonant effects, coherent effect, end effects of the superbunches, and long-range beam-beam interactions on the energy ramp. These effects will reduce the estimated luminosity. Furthermore, a number of system changes will be needed [ 151. 
